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Figures S1-S5: additional ϕ 2 /ψ 2 distributions for various simulations.
15
Figure S6: radial distributions of lysine sidechain atoms relative to the C β of the central residue.
16
2 Figure S1 18 Distributions for the ϕ 2 -and ψ 2 -angles of serine in the forward (black) and backward (red) TI process 19 between KSK and KGK, calculated for all λ values from simulations with α VdW = 0.5, α CRF = 0.5 nm 2 ,
20
and 1 ns per λ (corresponding to the fifth line in Table 1 and panel E in Figure 2 ). 
28
(corresponding to the third line in Table 2 
44
(corresponding to the sixth line in Table 2 ). For this TI for this TI, the mass of alanine's C β was 45 increased to 31.0344 u to reflect that of a serine -CH 2 -OH.
47
6 Figure S5 49
Distributions for the ϕ 2 -and ψ 2 -angles of alanine in the forward (black) and backward (red) TI process 50 between KAK and KGK, calculated for all λ values from simulations with α VdW = 0.5 and 1 ns per λ
51
(corresponding to the seventh line in Table 2 ). In the topology for this TI, following changes were 52 made to alanine's C β in order to reflect a -CH 2 : Its mass was decreased to 14.0270 u and its GROMOS 53 integer atom code was changed to 13. 
60
and KGK, averaged over 1 ns (dashed curves) or 10 ns (solid curves).
